
Wump and ToopTM 
Babysitting Instructions 

Congratulations on volunteering to act as babysitter (or “parent”) to the Hindle Corporation’s Wump and 
Toop™, a two-part epoxy organism custom-designed for the systematic reduction of a tidy and well-
ordered house into a shambolic, toy-, food- and clothes-riddled monkey-hole. 

The following manual describes the basic daily routine of Wump and Toop™ between 16:00pm and 
23:59pm, including a step-by-step guide to carrying out a recommended feeding and upkeep schedule. 

Important Note 
These instructions are not intended for total 1:1 adherence, but are simply a guideline. As the Hindle 
Corporation does not expect your duties to exceed 6 hours in duration, you can probably put each child in 
her respective bedroom and wedge the door closed with a 2-by-4 for the allocated time, without causing 
undue harm or distress to the subjects. 

Just saying. 

Introduction 
The following sections introduce Wump and Toop™, and list some of the main characteristics and design 
features of each child. 

Wump 
• Speed settings: 8 – 11 
• Average volume: 7 
• Expected number of command repetitions before 

acknowledgement: 4 
• Sarcasm rating: A 
• Design specifications: 

o High-energy but limited manoeuvrability, 
prone to flailing-related mishaps and running-
related tripping and falling. 

o Damage due to flailing-related mishaps and 
running-related tripping and falling is usually 
superficial, but damage alert system 
apparently non-adjustable from maximum 
setting. 

o Toilet-trained, but very forgetful. 
o Sleep resistant; the Hindle Corporation 

recommends you don’t even try. 
• Alternate names: Elsa, Wiggles, Dork, Els-Els, Wingus 



Toop 
• Speed settings: 0 – 4 
• Average volume: 5* 
• Expected number of command repetitions before 

acknowledgement: 2 
• Sarcasm rating: D** 
• Design specifications: 

o Compact, low-mobility and low-speed, 
portable, placid but susceptible to Wump-
related rage-meltdowns. 

o Critically dependent upon Wump for 
guidance: will do everything Wump does, 
regardless of logic and personal risk. Will only 
not do what Wump does when Wump is 
doing the right thing. 

o Pathologically incapable of wanting objects 
other than the object Wump just picked up. 

o Incontinent. See the Troubleshooting Table 
for more information. 

o Highly sleep compatible, but easy to 
overstimulate. See the Troubleshooting Table for more information. 

• Alternate names: Freja, Fozzie Bear, Froo, Frej-Frej, Dingus 

* Volume usually remains steady at 0 – 1, until rage-meltdown setting brings volume to 10. 

** Toop is speech-enabled, but sarcasm rating is limited to occasional accidental “yes / no” response model. 

Dinner 
Dinner usually occurs between 17:00pm and 18:00pm, and consists of whatever is in the fridge that 
doesn’t have too much mould or habanero in it. 

For babysitting purposes, the Hindle Corporation provides basic food but you can also provide your own. 

Wump and Toop™ do not, generally speaking, eat very much at dinner. The Hindle Corporation 
recommends filling their plates and encouraging them to eat, but not to feel like a dismal failure or a bad 
person if there is still considerable food left on the plates by the end of the ordeal, which can last anywhere 
between 30 and 90 minutes. 

Wump and Toop™ sit together at the dining table, Wump in an ordinary chair and Toop in her high chair. 
Due to their proximity,*** Wump and Toop™ will poke and prod one another, take one another’s utensils, 
distract one another from eating, and generally get inside one another’s personal space. 

Depending on the food involved, her mood at the time and whether or not the television has been on prior 
to dinner time, Wump may ask how many spoonfuls of food she still has to eat before she can go. The 
Hindle Corporation usually advises you respond by saying “fifty”, because if you have put more than 50 
spoonfuls of food on the plate in the first place you may have accidentally let your American show. 



*** The Hindle Corporation has undertaken studies in relocating Wump and Toop™ to table 
locations beyond one another’s reach, but has concluded that shouting at them to leave each 
other the fuck alone and eat their goddamn food is a more elegant and space-saving approach. 

Bedtime 
Bedtime is a variable-duration event with a probability-cluster of success and failure variables. 

Ideally, bedtime for Wump and Toop™ begins simultaneously at approximately 18:30, is concluded by 
19:00pm and both children are asleep by 19:30pm. This has literally never happened. 

The following sections describe the main stages of bedtime, but the Hindle Corporation advises that these 
stages may occur in any order and some stages may not prove necessary or appropriate to a given bedtime 
scenario. Furthermore, additional as-yet unidentified stages can occur without warning. 

Bath 
While a bath is technically an advisable part of the bedtime routine and Wump and Toop™ are almost 
certain to be filthy beyond the haunted nightmares of the most mentally unbalanced social services worker, 
it is strictly a measure you should undertake on your own initiative and is not a requirement. 

Should you decide to engage in bathy time, the plastic bathtub can be filled from the shower fixture using 
the maximum water temperature setting. The water does not get dangerously hot. Wump and Toop™ can 
theoretically share a bathtub but it is more effective to allow Wump to use the shower head while Toop 
sits in the tub. 

You will need to use an electric cattle-prod or similar device to get either child out of the shower room. 

Note: Do not attempt to limit water spread. The shower room and adjacent areas of the house will be 
thoroughly drenched. 

Toilet 
Encourage Wump to go to the toilet before bedtime. 

Wump never needs to go to the toilet until she is in bed and looking for things to get out of bed for, or until 
she is doing something that has occupied her complete attention and she forgets how full her bladder is. 
Encourage her to go anyway. 

Encourage Toop to sit on the toilet as well, using the Toop seat adjustment duck that the Hindle 
Corporation provides. Don’t beat yourself up about the fact that she sits there, does nothing, and then 
shits in her pants five minutes later. This is normal. 

Pyjamas 
While Wump is capable of changing clothes relatively unsupervised, Toop requires assistance. 

The Hindle Corporation provides sleeping attire for Wump and Toop™. 

Locate Wump’s pyjamas wherever the Hell she tossed them in the course of her morning flailing. If Wump 
cannot locate her pyjamas, you will probably be able to find more lying scattered around her bed or 
elsewhere in her bedroom. 



Failing this, a superficial search of Wump’s wardrobe will usually turn up something she can wear as 
pyjamas. 

Warning: Secure yourself to the bedroom door or window ledge with a rope around your 
waist before attempting to look inside Wump’s wardrobe. High risk of containment failure in 
the piles and piles of shit matrix. 

The Hindle Corporation leaves Toop’s adorable jim-jams on the back of the chair next to the living-room 
bookshelves, along with a fresh nappy and a pair of socks. See the Troubleshooting Table for more 
information. 

Porridge and snack 
After the appalling failure that was dinner 
time, Wump and Toop™ generally eat their 
bedtime meal without undue fuss.**** 

Provide a small pile of things for Wump to 
snack on, including but not limited to fruit, 
bread, candy, cheese, nacho cheese balls, 
raisins and uncooked vegetables. Wump is 
capable of eating this without assistance. 

Mix a bowl of porridge for Toop: 

• 2 scoops porridge flakes (scoop 
provided) 

• 3 scoops water 
• 1 pinch salt 

Place in microwave and press lowermost button a bunch of times until 2:30 or 3:00 shows on the dial. 

Once porridge is cooked, mash in a banana and stir in a bit of milk. 

Spoon-feed, making sure to observe the Three Bears Law. 

For more information, read Goldilocks and the Three Bears sometime for fuck’s sake. 

Note: Toop will usually sneeze at some point during the porridge-feeding process. While it is tempting to 
shovel a heaping spoonful of porridge into her mouth while it is finally wide open, the Hindle Corporation 
has deemed this an unacceptable porridge all over goddamn everything risk. 

Porridge and snack is traditionally consumed in the living room, while watching something on the 
television. The Hindle Corporation provides Netflix and a wide range of DVDs and blu-rays to choose from. 

**** Toop will insist she does not want porridge, and will instead declare that she wants 
what Wump is eating. Toop is mistaken, and will eat the motherfucking porridge. 



Brushing teeth 
The Hindle Corporation considers brushing the teeth to be an optional extra in the short term, since Wump 
and Toop™ do not yet have permanent teeth so the ones they have are going to fall out no matter how 
many times we have the clean your cunting teeth fight. 

Nevertheless, should you feel the urge, Wump and Toop™ have toothbrushes in the bathroom. Wump can 
advise you which toothbrush belongs to which child. Wump can perform the tooth-cleaning process more 
or less unsupervised, while Toop requires assistance. 

Use the children’s toothpaste named Vesipedo. This word does not translate as creepily as it sounds like it 
should, but it is plenty creepy. 

Warning: Do not taste the Vesipedo toothpaste. For something that logically should not 
contain sugar, the Vesipedo toothpaste contains an unidentified and probably toxic chemical 
that makes the Vesipedo toothpaste taste like something that would give sugar diabetes. 

Reading and singing 
The Hindle Corporation provides a selection of children’s books to ease the transition from television to 
unconsciousness while minimising harmful contact with reality. Feel free to read books to Wump and 
Toop™, or just apologise and tell them you are illiterate. They’re very gullible. 

Toop enjoys extended and repeated lullaby performances once she has been placed in her bed. 

Guffalo, Bum-Bum, Pose, Kissa and Funt 
Wump and Toop™ have a truly unnecessary number of soft toys. The following list describes their current 
bedtime favourites. 

Wump: 

• Funt – A plush elephant with beans inside. Can be placed in the microwave for 1 minute to make it 
warm. Wump is capable of doing this, and will probably insist on it once she is comfortably in bed 
and looking for reasons to get up and annoy you. Funt should be located in Wump’s bed. 

Toop: 

• Guffalo – This is a “Gruffalo” backpack, and not a soft toy as such. It is nevertheless very important. 
Guffalo should be located in Toop’s bed. 

• Bum-Bum – Plush bunny rabbit. Should be located in Toop’s bed. 
• Pose – Plush Adipose alien from Doctor Who. Should be located in Toop’s bed. 
• Kissa – Plush cat. Toop’s bed. 

Note: Do not be overly concerned about the fact that this many soft toys will apparently cover Toop 
entirely. She has yet to suffocate.  

 

 



Troubleshooting Table 

     

Consult the following table in cases of difficulty. 

Problem Solution 

Wump falls down 
 

Express sympathy, offer to blow on affected area. Do not offer 
bandages unless actual blood is flowing. Wump will accept bandages 
regardless of the severity of the injury, and the Hindle Corporation is 
not made of goddamn bandages. 
 
If flailing, falling, and associated complaining gets too annoying, 
suggest that Wump is tired or sufficiently hurt that she should lie 
down in bed. This usually has a miraculous effect on recovery time. 
 

Toop falls down 
 

Blow on affected area (she will indicate this), then sit back and allow 
her to walk it off. 
 

Refusal to eat (dinner) 
 

Give it your best shot, but don’t worry unduly. 
• If Wump is being unreasonable about the food, tell her she 

will be eating it for her snack later on, unless she eats an 
amount you deem satisfactory. This hasn’t failed yet, so 
don’t break the chain. 

• If Toop has a meltdown at the dinner table, you can offer to 
put her in the veesee (WC, or toilet). This usually calms her 
right down. 

• If you need to follow through on this threat, place her in the 
bathroom on the floor, leave the light switched on, and close 
the door. Return when she has stopped screaming or if you 
hear the sound of items from the bathroom cupboards 
getting broken or swallowed. 
 

  



Refusal to eat (porridge / snack) 
 

This hasn’t actually happened before. If it does, and you find a 
solution, please fill it in here: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Refusal to eat (dinner and porridge 
/ snack) 

Like I said, it’s only like 6 hours. Just keep repeating this fact to 
yourself, you lucky prick. 
 

Horrible smell that is an 
abomination unto the Lord 
 

Nappy change. 
• The Hindle Corporation provides Up & Go size 5 nappies for 

Toop. You can find them in the laundry, next to the shower-
room door. 

• The Hindle Corporation has scattered packets of wet wipes 
throughout the house. 

1. Remove the poopy nappy. 
2. Clean poop-covered skinal area using wet wipes. 
3. Put fresh nappy on. 
4. Throw soiled nappy and wet wipes into kitchen trash. 
5. Disinfect or replace hands. 

• In cases of Category 5 nappy overflow, wash Toop in laundry 
basin and proceed immediately to bedtime. 
 

Fighting over toy Take away the goddamn toy. 
 

Disagreement over what to watch Turn off the goddamn television. 
 

Toop singing and jabbering, 
occasionally screaming in bed 

This is normal. Go in and repeat tucking-in, singing procedures until 
you lose your shit, then just turn up the television and ignore 
subsequent noise. 
 

Overstimulation-related 
meltdowns and screaming 

Have fun with it. 
 
 

Appendix A: Terminology 
As Wump and Toop™ are accustomed to communicating in a mish-mash of English, Finnish and Swedish, 
you may encounter words you do not understand, and notice Wump and Toop™ looking at you expectantly 
while you stand there like a big semi-monolingual dumbarse. 

Under most circumstances, Wump can translate these terms for you. In case of failure, please consult the 
following list. 

Term Translation 

Pisihätä / kakahätä 
(sounds a bit like pissy hatta / 
kakka hatta) 

Desperate need to urinate / poop 
(this will probably only come from Wump; Toop wears a nappy and 
will deny its fullness with her dying breath) 



 
Hajahaja 
(sounds a bit like hiya-hiya, or the 
hiiyya sound a martial arts 
character might make while 
executing a judo chop) 
 

Sword / sword-analogous object 

Min / minun / mun / Hejas / Essas 
/ Uukash / AAAAAGH 

Mine / Freja’s / Elsa’s / Lucas’s 
(…but you probably figured this one out) 
 

Fam / fammen 
(sounds a bit like hum / hummen)  

Lap / in the lap 
(the child wishes to be picked up or to sit in your lap) 
 

Pipi Owwie / booboo / mild injury 
(the child wants attention or to score points against her sibling) 
 

Kan ja for 
(sounds a bit like kun ya faw) 

May I please have 
(the child has exhausted all volume-based demands for the thing 
that she wants, and is resorting to politeness; this is a last resort and 
the child has come to expect it to work every time, so prepare for 
China Syndrome levels of meltdown if you continue to refuse to give 
her the thing) 
 

I can’t osaa I don’t know how to do / I am incapable of doing the thing 
 

I can’t hinnar 
(sounds a bit like spin-nar) 
 

I don’t have time to do the thing right now 

Gunga 
(second g is soft) 
(usually said with hands extended 
upwards towards you) 
 

Swing / swing me around 
(the child is inviting charges of criminal endangerment and damage 
to precariously-balanced items on shelves) 

Sjunga 
(sounds a bit like shoonga [soft g] 

Sing / sing to me 
(the child wants to hear your rendition of Baby Got Back) 
 

Vessa WC / toilet 
 

Pogga / puuro / gröt 
(sounds a bit like poggah / poo-
row / blurt) 
 

Porridge 

Krama / kama 
(sounds a bit like kah-ma) 

Hug 
(the child wants a hug, probably from somebody who isn’t there, so 
good luck with that) 
 

 

 

 



Appendix B: The Third One 
The Palokas Corporation provides a male cousin to Wump and Toop™, whose name is Lucas but who also 
answers to Walder, Wally or Waldo. 

Experts suggest that the best way to handle him is to activate your mobile device or tablet, and play 
Hevisaurus music on a loop to lull him into a catatonic state. 

If Hevisaurus is unavailable, then Gummy Bears cartoons will do. 

If Gummy Bears cartoons are unavailable, then basically anything else will also work. 

The instructions in the main body of this manual can be taken with reasonable certainty to apply to The 
Third One. He is more likely to eat a snack with Wump than porridge with Toop. 

Nothing else is known about this organism, and you are on your own. 
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